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Disclaimer
This investor presentation (Presentation) has been prepared by ThinkSmart Limited (ABN 24 092 319 698) (ThinkSmart).

Summary information

This Presentation contains summary information about ThinkSmart and its subsidiaries and their activities current as at the date of this Presentation. The information in this Presentation is of general background and does not 

purport to be complete. It should be read in conjunction with ThinkSmart’s other periodic and continuous disclosure announcements lodged with the Australian Securities Exchange, which are available at www.asx.com.au.

Not financial product advice

This presentation is for information purposes only and is not financial product or investment advice or a recommendation to acquire ThinkSmart shares and has been prepared without taking into account the objectives, financial 

situation or needs of individuals. Before making an investment decision prospective investors should consider the appropriateness of the information having regard to their own objectives, financial situation and needs and seek legal 

and taxation advice appropriate to their jurisdiction. ThinkSmart is not licensed to provide financial product advice in respect of ThinkSmart shares. Cooling off rights do not apply to the acquisition of ThinkSmart shares.

Financial data

All dollar values are in Australian dollars (A$) unless stated otherwise and financial data is presented within the financial year end of 31 December unless stated otherwise. 

Past performance

Past performance information given in this Presentation is given for illustrative purposes only and should not be relied upon as (and is not) an indication of future performance.

Future performance

This Presentation contains certain “forward-looking statements”. Forward looking words such as, “expect”, “should”, “could ”, “may”, “predict”, “plan”, “will”, “believe”, “forecast”, “estimate”, “target” and other similar expressions 

are intended to identify forward-looking statements within the meaning of securities laws of applicable jurisdictions. Indications of, and guidance on, future earnings and financial position and performance are also forward-looking 

statements. Forward-looking statements, opinions and estimates provided in this Presentation are based on assumptions and contingencies which are subject to change without notice, as are statements about market and industry 

trends, which are based on interpretations of current market conditions. Such forward-looking statements, opinions and estimates are not guarantees of future performance.

Forward-looking statements including projections, guidance on future earnings and estimates are provided as a general guide only and should not be relied upon as an indication or guarantee of future performance. This presentation Forward-looking statements including projections, guidance on future earnings and estimates are provided as a general guide only and should not be relied upon as an indication or guarantee of future performance. This presentation 

contains such statements that are subject to risk factors associated with the business and consumer finance industry. It is believed that the expectations reflected in these statements are reasonable, but they may be affected by a 

range of variables which could cause actual results or trends to differ materially, including but not limited to: economic and financial market conditions in various countries and regions, consumer demand, currency fluctuations, 

industry competition, ThinkSmart’s relationship and contractual arrangements with its financiers and retail partners, changes in technology and legislative, fiscal and regulatory developments. Such forward-looking statements only 

speak as to the date of this presentation and ThinkSmart assumes no obligation to update such information.

Investment Risk

An investment in ThinkSmart shares is subject to investment and other known and unknown risks, some of which are beyond the control of ThinkSmart. ThinkSmart does not guarantee any particular rate of return or the 

performance of ThinkSmart. Persons should have regard to the risks outlined in this Presentation.

Not an offer

This presentation does not constitute an offer, invitation or recommendation to subscribe for or purchase any security and neither this presentation nor anything contained in it shall form the basis of any contract or commitment. In 

particular, this presentation does not constitute an offer to sell, or a solicitation of an offer to buy, securities in the United States or to any person that is, or is acting for the account or benefit of any "U.S. person" (as defined in 

Regulation S under the Securities Act of 1933, as amended (the "U.S. Securities Act")) (“US Person”). This document may not be distributed or released in the United States or to any U.S. Person. The securities in the proposed offering 

have not been and will not be registered under the U.S. Securities Act, or under the securities laws of any state or other jurisdiction of the United States. Accordingly, the securities in the proposed offering may not be offered or sold, 

directly or indirectly, within the United States or to, or for the account or benefit of, U.S. Persons, except in a transaction exempt from, or not subject to, the registration requirements of the U.S. Securities Act and applicable U.S. 

state securities laws. 

Underwriter

The Underwriter has not authorised or caused the issue, lodgement, submission, dispatch or provision of this Presentation and does not make or purport to make any statement in this Presentation and there is no statement in this 

Presentation which is based on any statement by the Underwriter. The Underwriter takes no responsibility for any information in this Presentation or any action taken by you on the basis of such information. To the maximum extent 

permitted by law, the Underwriter and its affiliates, officers and employees exclude and disclaim all liability, for any expenses, losses, damages or costs incurred by you as a result of your participation in the Offer and the information 

in this Presentation being inaccurate or incomplete in any way for any reason, whether by negligence or otherwise, make no representation or warranty as to the currency, accuracy, reliability or completeness of information in this 

Presentation and take no responsibility for any part of this Presentation. The Underwriter makes no recommendations as to whether you or your related parties should participate in the Offer nor does it make any representations or 

warranties to you concerning this Offer, or any such information and you represent, warrant and agree that you have not relied on any statements made by the Underwriter or any of its affiliates in relation to the new shares or the 

Offer generally.
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Highlights

• Current performance remains consistent with comments provided at first half results across all geographies and ThinkSmart remains on track 
to meet FY10 guidance despite currency headwinds

• UK consumer proposition expected to go live in all 683 Dixons Retail stores across the UK in the third week of October

– Substantial market opportunity, with Dixons’ FY09 computing sales of more than £1,363 million across its 683 stores

– Leveraging expertise in B2C given ThinkSmart’s six years of experience in the Australian market 

– Strong credit understanding given the consumer credit score approach to be used in UK B2C has been used for 7 years in the UK B2B business to 
assess sole traders

– Following implementation of the proposed financing arrangements, EBITDA margin on UK B2C is expected to be consistent with UK B2B 

• Proceeds of capital raising will be used to support proposed funding facilities required for the launch of medium term value accretive 
opportunities, including:

– Consumer business in UK

– New relationships in Australia; and

– New product initiatives in Australia and the UK

• Secured access to stable and reliable sources of funding, and currently in advanced negotiations with major banks in the UK and Australia:

– Bendigo and Adelaide Bank has increased size of existing Australian funding facility to $100 million

– Agreed indicative terms and in advanced discussions for new $100 million Australian funding facility provided by one of the major Australian banks

– Term sheet signed with current UK B2B funding partner (Secure Trust Bank) to support B2C launch in the UK subject to agreed capital investment 
into STB and reciprocal due diligence

– ThinkSmart is also in discussions with a major UK Bank and has received a term sheet for a revolving credit facility of up to £35 million for the UK B2C 
business

• ThinkSmart reiterates its Board intends to reinstate dividend for 2H10 and thereafter maintain a normalised dividend payout ratio in line 
with historical levels, subject to the availability of franking credits

• Continue to remain free of net corporate debt given expansion plans
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Overview of ThinkSmart

• (ASX:TSM) Leading international provider of point-of-sale 
finance:

– Provides rental finance products to small businesses and 
consumers

– Shop in retail stores for computing and electricals

– “Nano-ticket” transactions – A$500 – A$10k

• International footprint across Europe and Australia and strong • International footprint across Europe and Australia and strong 
platform for growth

• Distribution through exclusive and entrenched partnerships 
with major international electrical retailing groups

• Products and services offer compelling and highly profitable 
value proposition for retail partners, customers and 
wholesale funders

• Strong track record of growth through recent adverse trading 
conditions
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Leading International Footprint

UK

ThinkSmart has long term relationships with some of the leading electrical retailers and 
banking institutions across Europe and Australasia 

UK

• Euro Ops Centre

• Population 60m

• 4.4m SMEs

• 180+ stores (to add 

500+ with Currys for 

UK consumer)

SPAIN

• Population 40m

• 2.2m SMEs

• 50+ stores

ITALY

• Population 58m

• 4.5m SMEs

• 200+ stores

FRANCE

• Population 60m

• 4m SMEs

AUSTRALIA

• Australian Ops 
Centre

• Population 20m
• 1.9m SMEs
• 600+ Stores

NEW ZEALAND

• Population 4m

• 0.3m SMEs

• 70+ Stores

Exposure to over 243m people and 17.3m small businesses
6



Generate Revenue Throughout Contract Life

Upfront Brokerage
31-42%

ThinkSmart generates revenue from 3 core sources 
over the life of a customers’ contract:

1.
Upfront brokerage on sale of equipment
• Credit risk is provided for by agreed loss reserves

• Blend of recourse and non-recourse funding models with 

leading banks

ThinkSmart Generates an Income from 

each sale of up to 65% of the invoice value 

over the life of the contract
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Inertia
23-27%

Insurance
2-5%

2.
Insurance income over contract life
• ThinkSmart takes no underwriting risk but receives a 

significant portion of the insurance premium as commission

3.
“Inertia” income at end of term
• Generated from extended rentals & sales of equipment into 

secondary markets 
• Existing contracts to deliver approximately $55m of future 

revenue over the next four years
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Sizing the Opportunity

PC World (Megastores & Superstores) 2-in-1 (Mega, super & high street stores) Currys (Mega, super & high street stores)

Dixons’ UK 
Computing Sales 

FY 2009: 

£1,363 million

Dixons Retail 
683 Stores

• ThinkSmart currently only trades in PC World & 2-in-1 stores targeting B2B customers (historically B2B customers are 20% 
of footfall in PC World)

• From mid-October ThinkSmart will add circa-500 Currys stores to be relevant to ALL customers in store and trading across 
ALL 683 stores

• This is a total accessible market of £1,363 million and 683 stores

Assuming a penetration rate of approximately 1% (based on existing B2B penetration), market opportunity worth 
up to an additional £15 million p.a. in volume, with margin on UK B2C expected to be consistent with UK B2B 

£1,363 million
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1. The complete 
computing 

solution

Hardware, software, 
accessories and set up 

services

Principles of the Proposition:
Creating ‘Customers For Life’

services

2. Total ongoing 
support

Maintenance, 
technical advice, 

added piece of mind 
for 2 years

3. A defined 
upgrade route

Always up to date with 
latest technology

Incentive to upgrade
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Introducing the New “Infinity” Product:
A New Computer Every 2 Years

• A new computer selected from the UK’s largest range

• Fully set-up, settings & software customised to each user, all data transferred 
from existing PC

• 2 Years on-line protection against viruses and threats from Norton 360 Gold

• 2 Years product protection with Whatever Happens, including damage caused 
by mishapsby mishaps

• 2 Annual PC Tune Ups to keep the PC serviced and running smoothly

• 2 Years technical help and support delivered 24 / 7 through Tech Friend

• An upgrade bonus of 25% cash back on the computers’ original purchase price

• Data transfer onto new computer

• Full data cleanse of old computer to delete data files & personal information

• No up front cash out-lay, 24 fixed monthly payments

11

Great value & a hassle free way to buy, own and upgrade to the latest technology



Customer

• Provides genuine value 
over and above just 
monthly payments

• Convenient solution for 
getting set up to go

Sales person

• New and exclusive value 
proposition for customer

• Ensures 100% attachment 
of key services on which 
their KPIs are based

Dixons Retail

• Exclusive first to market 
product in UK

• Aligns to core business 
philosophies:

• Builds customers for life

Why it Works

getting set up to go

• Total peace of mind with 
full support 24/7

• Provides path to 
continually refresh their 
technology

• Infinity package provides 
an exceptional customer 
value proposition

their KPIs are based

• Integrated services 
provide highly tangible 
selling benefits

• Easy to transact through 
ThinkSmart’s integration 
in Dixons’ Eclipse POS 
system

• Builds customers for life

• Delivers highly valued 
services to customer

• Delivers incremental EBIT 
margin
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Planned Roll Out

• Integration in “Eclipse” till system tested in 5 stores for B2B product since beginning of August

• Expanded to a further 30 stores after 1 week

• B2C product will be live in 10 stores from first week of October to finalise systems testing prior to “go 
live” in all stores by the third week of October

Systems

• Management awareness programme run through stores’ Divisional & Regional meetings throughout 
September

Awareness 
September

• In store training for staff through Dixons’ “EDGE” and “PLC” internal training systems deployed last week 
of September

• All employees have designated training in their schedule

• Full monitoring & reporting on every employee who has completed the training module

• Total 20,000 plus employees will be trained

Awareness 
& training

• Launch in all stores scheduled for third week in October

• Launched to stores through 8 minute promotional DVD from Dixons senior management

• Fully supported in store with dedicated point of sale material, advertising, PR and direct marketing 
activity

• Store reporting will be live and a launch incentive will be running over the period

Launch
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Why Are We Launching UK Consumer Now?

•Executed a 5 year, exclusive agreement with Dixons Retail in May this year to launch a consumer rental product 
with the Group in the UK

Executed 5 year 
agreement

•This opportunity to support our long term partner and capture the consumer market in the UK is time critical:

•Take advantage of pre-Christmas trading period

•Dixons expects to enjoy strong sales growth in the near term, and ThinkSmart is very well positioned to take 
advantage of the opportunities created

Opportunity is time critical

•Signs of recovery evidenced by arrears performance in the UK:•Signs of recovery evidenced by arrears performance in the UK:

•Steady decline in arrears rates since peaking in April 2009

•Strong credit understanding given the consumer credit score approach to be used in UK B2C has been used for 7 
years in the UK B2B business to assess sole traders

Signs of recovery for UK

•ThinkSmart is now fully embedded in Dixons’ “Eclipse” retail POS systems, which is expected to deliver major 
efficiencies to our operations

•Enables ThinkSmart to expand chain-wide to access circa 500 Currys stores for both B2B and B2C, in addition to 
existing presence in PC World stores

•If TSM had missed this IT opportunity it would not be able to integrate for some time due to Dixons’ development 
schedule

Systems integration gives 
access & efficiencies

•The six years of Australian experience in B2C provides us with significant comfort in growing UK B2C off the back 
of our B2B retail relationships

•Consumer volumes in Australia have achieved a 51% CAGR over last 4 years

Australian experience 
signals growth opportunity
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Steady Decline in UK Arrears Over the Last 16 Months

1%
2%
3%
4%
5%
6%
7%
8%
9%

10%
11%
12%

Outstanding balance on arrears TSM loss pool contribution

UK credit matrix 
tightened
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• Declining arrears in UK B2B over the last 16 months

• Arrears peaked in April 2009 at 8.67%, currently at 6.91% (as at 31 August 2010)

– Provided a “stress test” at the peak of the downturn

– Highlights the “buffer” built in to the cover pool on the existing UK STB facility

• TSM contributes 9.6% to the pool and losses would need to exceed this for TSM to be required to further contribute to the pool

• Loss rate on sole traders within the UK B2B portfolio currently at 5.56% (as at 31 August 2010)

– Consumer credit score approach used for 7 years in the UK B2B business to assess sole traders will be applied in assessing UK B2C credit quality

• Tightened UK credit matrix in February 2009 

• Commenced relationship with Secure Trust Bank in February 2010

– Write offs to date in UK STB loss pool totals just £6k, out of a pool size of £354k, albeit funding facility only recently established

Aug-10



Funding the UK opportunity

• TSM has signed a term sheet and is in advanced discussions with its existing UK B2B funder, Secure Trust Bank to 

finalise the establishment of a £20 million facility to fund ThinkSmart’s expansion into the UK consumer market

– Terms have been approved for the P&A facility from Secure Trust Bank

– TSM will make a £2 million investment in a coupon paying regulatory capital instrument issued by STB, subject to reciprocal due 

diligence

– Terms of the facility are broadly consistent with the existing UK B2B facility provided by Secure Trust Bank

• Initial capital comprises the investment in regulatory capital instrument plus the establishment of the loss pool

– Initial capital requirement from TSM will be equity funded – Initial capital requirement from TSM will be equity funded 

– Expected to be self-sustaining following initial capital contribution

• TSM is also in discussions with a major UK Bank and has received a term sheet for a revolving credit facility of up 

to £35 million for the UK B2C business

– The proposed structure of the funding will be based on a predetermined advance rate agreed by TSM and the funder and will 

require TSM to contribute the first loss piece to the structure

• TSM anticipates the final funding agreement will be in place prior to launch of UK B2C, however the 

implementation of financing will not occur until post launch

– Where TSM initially funds contracts it is likely these contracts can be discounted to the funder once the 

financing is operational

16Note: UK B2C funding is subject to agreement on final binding agreements and completion of due diligence. Please refer to the Risk factors section of this presentation on page 31



Financial Impact of Roll Out

• UK B2C development is complete and the large majority of 
costs for marketing, IT and legal have been incurred and 
funded through cash flow

• UK Computing sales in Dixons Retail stores in FY 2009 were 
£1,363 million

• Assuming a penetration rate of approximately 1% (based on 
B2B experience) TSM estimates volumes in the first year to be 
£15m

– Equity contribution to support this level is expected to be not more 
than ~£4.5m (~A$7.5m) 

12,000,000 

14,000,000 

16,000,000 

Amortised Balance

(NPV of future receivables)¹

£

than ~£4.5m (~A$7.5m) 

– Due to the amortisation profile of the receivables, additional equity 
is only expected to be required to fund the loss pools for growth 
above £15 million p.a. 

• Based on facility size of £20 million, UK consumer proposition 
expected to be self-sustaining following initial capital 
contributions

• UK B2C funded through Secure Trust Bank under a P&A 
arrangement will generate accounting profit with a profile 
consistent with the existing B2B business

• Following implementation of the proposed financing 
arrangements, EBITDA margin on UK B2C is expected to be 
consistent with UK B2B
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Note: UK B2C funding is subject to agreement on final binding agreements and completion of due diligence. Please refer to the Risk factors section of this presentation on page 31

¹ For illustrative purposes; based on an annual volume of £15 million fully amortising over two years
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Australia & NZ

• Australia & NZ experiencing strong trading conditions:

– Settled value for July and August up 34% on pcp to $5.6 million 
driven by continued strong trading with existing retail partners

– September settled value is consistent with July and August 
average

– Growth being supported by increase in existing Australian P&A 
funding facility from $80 million to $100 million 

– Additional P&A funded business will be cash flow positive 
immediately, allowing internally generated surplus cash to 

– Additional P&A funded business will be cash flow positive 
immediately, allowing internally generated surplus cash to 
fund incremental growth opportunities in Australia and the UK

• ThinkSmart well positioned to capitalise on new opportunities:

– New relationships in Australia

– New product initiatives with existing relationships: Q4 2010 
pilot

– TSM in advanced discussions for non-recourse $100m facility 
with major Australian bank (requires upfront TSM equity 
contribution equal to 20% of drawdowns) to fund new 
initiatives
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UK & Mainland Europe

• United Kingdom

– Settled value for July and August up 1% on pcp to £1.0 million, with an increase in 
penetration and average transaction value being offset by lower B2B volumes

– UK economy now in moderate growth mode, with arrears on a downward trend for 
the past 16 months

– September settled value is consistent with July & August average

– Planned revitalisation of Dixons B2B offer underway, and expected to drive sales 
growth in the final quarter

– Proposed funding agreement with STB utilises P&A funding model, with UK B2B 
funding requirements self-sustaining and UK B2C expected to be self-sustaining 

Manchester Hub

funding requirements self-sustaining and UK B2C expected to be self-sustaining 
within two years

– Year 1 B2C funded by equity and expected STB facility, with Year 2 funded by 
internal cash flow and expected STB facility

– ThinkSmart is also in discussions with a major UK Bank and has received a term 
sheet for a revolving credit facility of up to £35 million for the UK B2C business

• Spain & Italy

– Spain and Italy continue to show year on year growth in new business volumes off a 
low base level

– Settled value in Spain up 84% on pcp for July and August to €239k

– Settled value in Italy up 163% on pcp for July and August to €84k

– September settled value in Spain remains consistent with July and August average 
whereas September settled value in Italy is double the July and August average
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Well Established Funding Arrangements
• Current funding structure primarily utilises principal & agency (P&A) funding arrangements

– Funders typically have limited recourse to ThinkSmart
– Access to new sources of P&A funding limited in post GFC environment but still available to TSM, as evidenced by increase in facility size by Bendigo and Adelaide Bank
– Proposed new UK B2C funding facility is P&A structure

• ThinkSmart has funding agreements currently in place with established providers in all markets and is currently in advanced discussions on its UK B2C funding requirements

Market Funder Renew date Limit Undrawn Recourse arrangements Cash flow profile

Australia

/NZ

Bendigo & 

Adelaide Bank
2012 A$100m A$30m

• Non-recourse, fully amortised product funding model limits liability and credit risk as 
funder is bound to accept contracts (based on a pre-agreed credit matrix)

• TSM not liable for losses that exceed pre-agreed loss pools

• All new business written is cash 
flow positive on day one

UK B2B
Secure Trust 

Bank
2013 £10m p.a.

~£3m in 

2010

• TSM is required to purchase contracts that are written off and cannot be funded by 
the cash based loss pool

• TSM contributes 9.6% to the pool and losses would need to exceed this for TSM to be 
required to further contribute to the pool

• Loss pool established

• All new business written is cash 
flow positive on day one
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• Additionally, examining a number of new funding sources to ensure diversification of funding: 

– Indicative terms agreed with one of the major Australian banks for a new $100 million Australian funding facility 

– ThinkSmart is also in discussions with a major UK Bank and has received a term sheet for a revolving credit facility of up to £35 million for the UK B2C business 

– Developing retail funding opportunities 

– Non-recourse funding structures such as debentures

– AFSL application has already been lodged with ASIC to enable retail funding initiatives in the future

Note: UK B2C funding is subject to agreement on final binding agreements and completion of due diligence. Please refer to the Risk factors section of this presentation on page 31

Spain
Société 

Générale
2011 No limit n/a

• TSM is required to purchase contracts that are written off and cannot be funded by 
the cash based loss pool

• TSM contributes 9% to loss pool. Bad debt rate for the first 14 months is 1.96%. 
Contracts in arrears for greater than 30 days = 5.6%

• Loss pool established

• All new business written is cash 
flow positive on day one

Italy Santander 2012 No limit n/a • No recourse
• All new business written is cash 

flow positive on day one

UK B2C
Secure Trust 

Bank
2015 £20m £20m

• In advanced discussions with credit terms approved

• TSM is required to purchase contracts that are written off and cannot be funded by 
the cash based loss pool

• £2 million investment into STB regulatory capital instrument

• Initial loss pool will require 
equity to establish

• No expected ongoing 
incremental capital 
requirement 
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Leading Funding Partners

• Formed in November 2007 as the result of a merger of Bendigo Bank and Adelaide Bank 

• Market capitalisation of approximately A$3.3 billion and assets of more than $52 billion

• Sixth largest retail bank in Australia by deposits

• Been a partner of TSM since 2003

• Subsidiary of Arbuthnot Banking Group (ABG), founded in 1833 

• Market capitalisation of Arbuthnot of approximately £60 million and assets of more than £450 million

• Operates subsidiaries in the UK providing private banking, investment banking and retail banking

• 53% owned by Chairman and CEO Henry Angest

• Been a partner of TSM since 2010
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• Been a partner of TSM since 2010

• Leading European financial services company, based in Paris

• Operates retail banking & specialized financial services (predominantly in France and Eastern Europe), corporate and 

investment banking (derivatives, structured finance and capital markets) and global investment management & services

• Market capitalisation of approximately €31.5 billion and assets of more than €1 trillion

• Been a partner of TSM since 2009

• Global bank based in Spain, with operations throughout Western Europe, Latin America and the United States 

• More than 131,819 employees, 90.1 million customers, 11,178 branches and 2.27 million shareholders

• Predominantly retail banking franchise (~80% of earnings), with substantial corporate and institutional banking franchise

• Market capitalisation of €77.5 billion and assets of more than €1.1 trillion

• Been a partner of TSM since 2008



Examples of Funding Structures

Existing Facilities

Principal & agency (P&A)

First loss supported by 

cash backed loss pools

First loss 
supported by cash 
backed loss pools

Proposed UK B2C Structure

£2m investment in 
regulatory capital 
instrument

First loss piece 
(~20%)

Proposed New A$100m

Australian Facility

• TSM will take the equity 
component in the 
structure and funder will 
take the prime and 
mezzanine layer

• TSM will become an 
equity participant in the 
SPV equivalent to 20% of 
the amount financed

Funded value

• Blend of non-recourse and recourse

• Current Australian facilities with no-
recourse = 93% of current business

• Current UK facilities with recourse = 7% of 
current business

$$$

Funder

100% of

funded value

Funded value

• Full recourse

$$$

Funder

100% of

funded value

Funded value

$$$

Funder

~80% of

funded value

the amount financed

• Non-recourse – loss limited to 

first loss contribution
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Use of Proceeds
• Expected establishment of new facilities represents an important step in diversification of funding (P&A and 

non-P&A), as well as ensuring a sustainable source of funding in post GFC environment

• UK consumer launch ~A$7.5 million (~£4.5 million)

– Ensures sufficient capital to establish the loss pools required to support first year volumes of £15 million and to 
invest £2 million into a regulatory capital instrument issued by STB

– Due to the amortisation profile of the receivables, additional equity is only expected to be required to fund the 
loss pools for growth above £15 million p.a. 

– Based on the anticipated facility size of £20 million and 20 month weighted average contract life, UK consumer 
proposition expected to be self-sustaining following initial capital contributions to establish the loss pools

– Following implementation of the proposed financing arrangements, EBITDA margin on UK B2C is expected to be – Following implementation of the proposed financing arrangements, EBITDA margin on UK B2C is expected to be 
consistent with UK B2B

• Australian growth opportunities ~A$7.5 million

– Agreed indicative terms and in advanced discussions for ~A$100 million rated facility with major bank

– Initial capital required to establish non-P&A facility, which can be cash flow self sustaining following initial capital 
contribution

– Do not expect to require full A$100 million in the medium term, will grow into the facility through internally 
generated cash flow

• Remaining proceeds of ~A$1 million will be used for general working capital purposes and to cover fees and 
expenses of the offer

• Capital structure continues to remain conservative

– Business remains free of net corporate debt given expansion plans
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Impact on Business

Support new 

expected funding 

facilities

• Provides initial capital to fund expansion into UK consumer and new Australian
initiatives

• Facilitates the transition to a funding model sustainable in a post GFC environment

Reinforces balance 

sheet strength

• Growth funded through equity rather than corporate debt
• Appropriate that the balance sheet remains free of net corporate debt as the 

business expands into UK consumer
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sheet strength
•

business expands into UK consumer

Ongoing funding

requirement

• Capital commitment represents a one off investment to establish key initiatives
• Once established organic capital generation is expected to support the future funding 

needs of the businesses

EPS impact

• Capital to be deployed in pursuing highly accretive organic growth opportunities
• Near term dilution offset by future earnings growth
• Following implementation of the proposed financing arrangements, EBITDA margin 

on UK B2C is expected to be consistent with UK B2B 
• Leverages existing infrastructure and relationships 



Equity Raising Summary
Offer structure and 

size
• Fully underwritten $9.8 million accelerated non-renounceable entitlement offer and $6.2 million institutional placement

Entitlement ratio & 

offer price

• Entitlement offer ratio of 1 new share for every 5 existing ThinkSmart shares

• Entitlement offer and placement price of $0.50 per share

• 23.7% discount to the last closing price of $0.6551 per share

• 20.5% discount to TERP of $0.63 per share

Ranking
• Shares issued under the entitlement offer and institutional placement will rank equally in all respects with existing ordinary shares 

from allotment

• Placement shares will not be eligible for participation in the entitlement offer

Underwriting • Both the entitlement offer and institutional placement are fully underwritten by J.P. Morgan Australia Limited
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Underwriting • Both the entitlement offer and institutional placement are fully underwritten by J.P. Morgan Australia Limited

Significant 

shareholders

• Executive Chairman and CEO Mr. Ned Montarello owns approximately 17.8% of ThinkSmart ordinary shares and has committed to 
take up his entitlement in full via the accelerated institutional component of the entitlement offer amounting to a further 
investment by Mr. Montarello of approximately $1.7 million

• Mr. Montarello has also agreed to sub-underwrite approximately 3.5 million shares under the retail component of the entitlement 
offer, under a priority sub-underwriting arrangement. This would equate to a further investment by Mr. Montarello of up to 
approximately $1.8 million, bringing the total that Mr. Montarello may invest pursuant to the offer to $3.5 million. Under the priority 
sub-underwriting arrangement, Mr. Montarello will be allocated shortfall shares in priority to other sub-underwriters

• The change in Mr. Montarello’s ownership level in ThinkSmart will depend upon the level of subscriptions under the offer, however 
in the event Mr. Montarello is required to subscribe for his full sub-underwriting commitment, his ownership level post completion 
of the offer will be approximately 18.8%

Eligibility

• Entitlement offer is open to existing ThinkSmart shareholders with a registered address in Australia or New Zealand on the register
as at 7:00pm on the record date of 6 October 2010

• Placement is open to existing institutional shareholders of ThinkSmart and other institutional investors in Australia and certain other 
jurisdictions

1 As at close of trading on 29 September 2010



Offer Timetable

Event Date

Institutional Entitlement Offer and Placement open Thursday, 30 September 2010

Institutional Entitlement Offer and Placement close Thursday, 30 September 2010

Trading halt lifted and shares recommence trading Friday, 1 October 2010

Record date to determine eligibility to participate in the entitlement offer Wednesday, 6 October 2010

Retail Entitlement Offer opens Friday, 8 October 2010

Settlement of Institutional Entitlement Offer and Placement Friday, 8 October 2010

Allotment and trading of new shares issued under the Institutional Entitlement Offer and 

Placement
Monday, 11 October 2010

Retail Entitlement Offer closes Tuesday, 26 October 2010

Allotment of new shares issued under the Retail Entitlement Offer Thursday, 4 November 2010

Trading of new shares issued under the Retail Entitlement Offer Friday, 5 November 2010

Note: All dates are indicative only and subject to change
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Investment Summary

� Strong EBITDA and Margin performance during tough global trading period

� Proven track record of growth delivering 21% CAGR in underlying EBITDA over the 
last three years (2007-2009)

� Dependable recurring income lines through Inertia book and insurance income

� New product value-adds, further enhance compelling and highly profitable value � New product value-adds, further enhance compelling and highly profitable value 
proposition for retail partners, customers and wholesale funders

� Exclusive and entrenched partnerships with market leading international retailers 
and funders. Continuing to expand distribution channels in Europe

� Business targeting 8-12% EBITDA growth in FY 2010

� Opportunity to grow available UK market four fold through introduction of 
consumer rental should be game changing

� Business has no net corporate debt
29
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Risk Factors
Funding arrangements

ThinkSmart’s ability to generate business through customer contracts is dependent on its capacity to source financing for its customers. ThinkSmart currently has funding agreements in place in all markets in which it operates. Under 

these funding agreements, ThinkSmart’s funders can suspend funding on the occurrence of certain events – for example, the termination of key retailer agreements or the non-performance by ThinkSmart of its obligations under the 

relevant agreement. Also, in the normal course of business, ThinkSmart's funding agreements need to be extended at various expiry dates. The inability to extend these facilities on satisfactory terms could adversely affect 

ThinkSmart's financial performance. In order to manage the risks associated with access to funding, ThinkSmart endeavours to have multiple funding sources in each market in which it operates, although this is not always possible or 

commercially viable.

In addition, ThinkSmart is currently negotiating with funding providers to secure additional funding for its Australian and UK operations. As set out in this document, ThinkSmart has received term sheets from a major Australian bank 

in relation to a new funding facility for Australia, and with Secure Trust Bank for a facility for the UK B2C expansion. These term sheets are non-binding and subject to a number of conditions, including the execution of definitive 

documentation for the relevant facilities and completion of due diligence. There is no guarantee that ThinkSmart and the counterparties will be able to reach agreement on the final terms of the facilities to be provided. If for any 

reason ThinkSmart is unable to secure final agreements, or satisfy all conditions precedent to draw down, for this additional funding, it may be unable to pursue its plans to expand its operations at the intended rate in these markets 

for the immediate future, which will have an adverse impact on its operating and financial performance and potentially on its relationships with its retail partners.

Prior to funding arrangements for the UK B2C business being finalised, ThinkSmart intends to use part of the Offer proceeds to fund initial B2C contracts. Once financing is in place, this initial funding will be discounted into the new 

UK facility. If the facility is not finalised, this initial funding capital will not be available for further growth during the currency of the initial B2C contracts.

ThinkSmart will make an investment of £2 million in a coupon paying regulatory capital investment into Secure Trust Bank on conclusion of its funding arrangements with STB. This investment will reduce capital that would otherwise 

be available to fund UK expansion but is being undertaken as the economics of the STB funding arrangement (inclusive of the investment) are more favourable than other alternatives ThinkSmart have identified.

Expansion risk associated with UK B2C proposition

In addition to the risks associated with ThinkSmart finalising its funding arrangements the subject of its term sheet with Secure Trust Bank as described above, the expansion of ThinkSmart into the UK B2C market carries the risks 

associated with any new business activity. As with any new business activity, there are risks associated with implementing the UK B2C expansion and it is possible there may be matters which affect the success of the expansion. That associated with any new business activity. As with any new business activity, there are risks associated with implementing the UK B2C expansion and it is possible there may be matters which affect the success of the expansion. That 

success is also dependent on a number of external factors such as the recovery of the UK economy and B2C customer take up of the ThinkSmart proposition.

Credit losses

To the extent that ThinkSmart arranges funding for its customers through certain of its external funders, it has only limited exposure to the credit risk of its customers meeting their payment obligations during the term of their 

contracts. That exposure is the loss pool under its funding agreements. However, there is a risk that if more customers default, then funders may increase ThinkSmart’s costs of funds, which would make ThinkSmart’s products less 

competitive and potentially erode its margins.

In addition, arrangements with certain funders (including the proposed arrangements for the UK B2C proposition) are full recourse in the sense that they require ThinkSmart to purchase contracts that are written off and cannot be 

funded by the cash based loss pool. 

To the extent that ThinkSmart directly funds rental agreements, it is exposed to its customers' ability and willingness to meet their payment obligations during the term of their contracts. ThinkSmart's business model assumes a 

certain level of its customers will default on their payments. However, the level of defaults could be higher than assumed by ThinkSmart or experienced by ThinkSmart historically. This may have an adverse impact on the financial 

performance and prospects of ThinkSmart.

As a retail consumer finance business, ThinkSmart is also exposed to the risk of customer fraud. Increased incidents of such fraud beyond historic levels may have an adverse impact on the financial a performance and prospects of 

ThinkSmart. 

Risks related to changes in taxation law

Future changes in taxation law in Australia and in other jurisdictions, including changes in interpretation or application of the law by the courts or taxation authorities in Australia or other jurisdictions, may affect taxation treatment 

of ThinkSmart's operations, or an investment in ThinkSmart shares or the holding or disposal of those shares. 

Dependence on key management personnel

The operating and financial performance of ThinkSmart is largely dependent on its ability to retain and attract key management personnel. While ThinkSmart endeavours to retain key management personnel (including providing 

appropriate incentive-based remuneration to senior executives to align their interests with those of ThinkSmart’s shareholders), there can be no guarantee that its key management personnel will continue in their employment with 

ThinkSmart. Any loss of key management personnel could have a material adverse effect on ThinkSmart’s operating and financial performance and prospects.

Changes in technology

ThinkSmart relies on information technology to deliver its products and services, and has developed proprietary software for this purpose. If these systems do not perform to specification, this could cause significant disruption to 

ThinkSmart’s business and may adversely affect ThinkSmart’s financial performance. In addition, ThinkSmart’s future performance will depend, in part, on its ability to maintain appropriate systems for the efficient delivery of its 

products and services. 31



Risk Factors
Industry competition

There is substantial competition within the specialty finance sector in which ThinkSmart operates. The effect of competitive market conditions may adversely impact the earnings and assets of ThinkSmart. However, any new 

competitors would need to displace ThinkSmart from its exclusive distribution agreements before any loss of business materialises as a result of new competition.

Brands and reputation

ThinkSmart has developed a number of brands for its product lines and ThinkSmart’s ability to maintain and expand its customer base depends on customers and retailers associating the ThinkSmart brands with value and efficiency 

in transaction processing. ThinkSmart attempts to control its brands as far as possible through training of salespeople, but has no direct control over them. If, for any reason, the reputations of ThinkSmart’s brands are negatively 

impacted, including through negative publicity regarding finance at point-of-sale, this may result in a reduction in the sale of ThinkSmart’s products and have an adverse impact on ThinkSmart’s operating and financial performance 

and prospects. 

Reliance on distribution relationships

ThinkSmart distributes its products through a number of retail partners, including Dixons. ThinkSmart is dependent on its retail partners to offer its products at the retail point-of-sale. ThinkSmart's financial performance and 

prospects depend, in part, on its ability to retain and attract new distribution partners on acceptable terms. ThinkSmart has entered into contractual relationships with a number of its retail partners, including Dixons. Each of 

ThinkSmart's retail partners has the ability to terminate its distribution relationships, subject to certain varying conditions. Renewals of distribution agreements on less favourable terms to ThinkSmart or terminations of a number of 

the current agreements significantly reducing ThinkSmart's distribution network may have an adverse impact on the financial performance and prospects of ThinkSmart.

Compliance with and changes to regulation and legislation

The industry in which ThinkSmart operates is subject to a range of laws and regulations. In particular, the provision of consumer credit in Australia, New Zealand and the UK is regulated by various laws. Although ThinkSmart employs 

a number of measures to ensure that its operations comply with all applicable laws (including obtaining appropriate advice and monitoring changes to laws), there is a risk that ThinkSmart may fail to comply in all material risks with 

all laws and regulations. If ThinkSmart does not meet regulatory requirements, ThinkSmart may be exposed to regulatory action, fines, penalties and/or obligations to pay compensation and may give rise to adverse publicity. Non-

compliance with laws or regulations may have an adverse impact on the financial performance or prospects of ThinkSmart.compliance with laws or regulations may have an adverse impact on the financial performance or prospects of ThinkSmart.

In addition, there is a risk that legislative or other regulatory changes may be made in the future which will require ThinkSmart to change the way it conducts business. In particular, the Australian Government has recently introduced 

two new pieces of legislation that will affect ThinkSmart – the National Consumer Credit Protection Act and the Personal Property and Securities Act – and the UK Government has recently adopted the Consumer Credit Directive. 

ThinkSmart has been monitoring these developments and is in the process of implementing new measures to ensure compliance. In relation to the National Consumer Creditor Protection Act, ThinkSmart will apply for the 

appropriate licence. While ThinkSmart believes that these new laws will not materially affect the costs of its business operations, there can be no guarantee of this.

Litigation

As with all businesses, ThinkSmart is exposed to potential legal and other claims or disputes in the course of its business, including contractual disputes and other liability claims in relation to the services that it provides. ThinkSmart 

takes legal advice in respect of such claims and, where relevant, makes provisions and disclosure regarding such claims in its consolidated financial statements. Although ThinkSmart seeks to minimise the risk of such claims arising, 

and their impact if they do arise, such claims may arise from time to time and could adversely affect ThinkSmart's business, results of operations or financial condition and performance.

Share price risk

There are general risks associated with an investment in the share market. As such, the value of new shares may rise above or fall below the issue price, depending on the financial position and operating performance of ThinkSmart 

and other factors. Further, broader market factors affecting the price of ThinkSmart shares are unpredictable and may be unrelated or disproportionate to the financial or operating performance of ThinkSmart. Recent turmoil in 

global credit markets has negatively affected economies across the globe and led to increased volatility in stock markets, including the ASX. Continued volatility in global markets could negatively impact the value of the new shares.

Dividends

Although the ThinkSmart Board has indicated its intent to reinstate dividend for 2H10 and thereafter maintain a normalised dividend payout ratio in line with historical levels (subject to the availability of franking credits), this is 

subject to the future financial performance and operation position of ThinkSmart. There can be no guarantee that ThinkSmart will be in a position to be able to pay a dividend in the future and before deciding to pay a dividend the 

Board will need to be satisfied a dividend is in the interests of shareholders and does not prejudice creditors.

Economic risk

The operating and financial performance of ThinkSmart is influenced by a variety of general economic and business conditions that are outside ThinkSmart’s control, including the level of inflation, interest rates, exchange rates, 

government policy, consumer and business spending, consumer confidence and employment rates. Adverse changes in such conditions may adversely impact on ThinkSmart's business, financial condition, prospects and results of 

operation.
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International Offer Restrictions
This document does not constitute an offer of securities in any jurisdiction in which it would be unlawful. New Shares may not be offered or sold in any country outside Australia or New Zealand except to the extent permitted 

below.

Hong Kong

WARNING: This document has not been, and will not be, registered as a prospectus under the Companies Ordinance (Cap. 32) of Hong Kong (the "Companies Ordinance"), nor has it been authorised by the Securities and Futures 

Commission in Hong Kong pursuant to the Securities and Futures Ordinance (Cap. 571) of the Laws of Hong Kong (the "SFO"). No action has been taken in Hong Kong to authorise or register this document or to permit the 

distribution of this document or any documents issued in connection with it. Accordingly, the New Shares have not been and will not be offered or sold in Hong Kong by means of any document, other than:

• to "professional investors" (as defined in the SFO); or

• in other circumstances that do not result in this document being a "prospectus" (as defined in the Companies Ordinance) or that do not constitute an offer to the public within the meaning of that ordinance.

No advertisement, invitation or document relating to the New Shares has been or will be issued, or has been or will be in the possession of any person for the purpose of issue, in Hong Kong or elsewhere that is directed at, or 

the contents of which are likely to be accessed or read by, the public of Hong Kong (except if permitted to do so under the securities laws of Hong Kong) other than with respect to New Shares that are or are intended to be 

disposed of only to persons outside Hong Kong or only to professional investors (as defined in the SFO and any rules made under that ordinance). No person allotted New Shares may sell, or offer to sell, such shares in 

circumstances that amount to an offer to the public in Hong Kong within six months following the date of issue of such shares.

The contents of this document have not been reviewed by any Hong Kong regulatory authority. You are advised to exercise caution in relation to the offer. If you are in doubt about any contents of this document, you should 

obtain independent professional advice.

Singapore

This document and any other materials relating to the New Shares have not been, and will not be, lodged or registered as a prospectus in Singapore with the Monetary Authority of Singapore. Accordingly, this document and any 

other document or materials in connection with the offer or sale, or invitation for subscription or purchase, of New Shares, may not be issued, circulated or distributed, nor may the New Shares be offered or sold, or be made the 

subject of an invitation for subscription or purchase, whether directly or indirectly, to persons in Singapore except pursuant to and in accordance with exemptions in Subdivision (4) Division 1, Part XIII of the Securities and Futures subject of an invitation for subscription or purchase, whether directly or indirectly, to persons in Singapore except pursuant to and in accordance with exemptions in Subdivision (4) Division 1, Part XIII of the Securities and Futures 

Act, Chapter 289 of Singapore (the "SFA"), or as otherwise pursuant to, and in accordance with the conditions of any other applicable provisions of the SFA. 

This document has been given to you on the basis that you are (i) an existing holder of the Company’s shares, (ii) an "institutional investor" (as defined in the SFA) or (iii) a "relevant person" (as defined under section 275(2) of the 

SFA). In the event that you are not an investor falling within any of the categories set out above, please return this document immediately. You may not forward or circulate this document to any other person in Singapore.

Any offer is not made to you with a view to the New Shares being subsequently offered for sale to any other party. There are on-sale restrictions in Singapore that may be applicable to investors who acquire New Shares. As such, 

investors are advised to acquaint themselves with the SFA provisions relating to on-sale restrictions in Singapore and comply accordingly. 

United Kingdom

Neither the information in this document nor any other document relating to the offer has been delivered for approval to the Financial Services Authority in the United Kingdom and no prospectus (within the meaning of section 

85 of the Financial Services and Markets Act 2000, as amended ("FSMA")) has been published or is intended to be published in respect of the New Shares. This document is issued on a confidential basis to "qualified investors" 

(within the meaning of section 86(7) of FSMA). This document should not be distributed, published or reproduced, in whole or in part, nor may its contents be disclosed by recipients to any other person in the United Kingdom.

Any invitation or inducement to engage in investment activity (within the meaning of s.21 FSMA) received in connection with the issue or sale of the New Shares has only been communicated, and will only be communicated, in 

the United Kingdom in circumstances in which s.21(1) FSMA does not apply to the Company.

In the United Kingdom, this document is being distributed only to, and is directed at, persons (i) who have professional experience in matters relating to investments falling within Article 19(5) of the Financial Services and 

Markets Act 2000 (Financial Promotions) Order 2005 ("FPO"); (ii) who fall within the categories of persons referred to in Article 49(2)(a) to (d) (high net worth companies, unincorporated associations, etc.) of the FPO; or (iii) to 

whom it may otherwise be lawfully communicated (together "relevant persons"). The investments to which this document relates are available only to, and any invitation, offer or agreement to purchase will be engaged in only 

with, relevant persons. Any person who is not a relevant person should not act or rely on this document or any of its contents.

United States

This document may not be released or distributed in the United States. This document does not constitute an offer to sell, or a solicitation of an offer to buy, securities in the United States. Any securities described in this 

document have not been, and will not be, registered under the US Securities Act of 1933 (as amended) and may not be offered or sold in the United States except in transactions exempt from, or not subject to, registration under 

the US Securities Act and applicable US state securities laws.
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